Nissan altima 202

Our Altima SL is simply a fantastic car. Most comfortable seats I've experienced ever. Built well,
with no squeaks and rattles. Quiet and composed ride over smooth and rough surfaces.
Amazing tech especially the semi-auto on the highway with big screen and super easy to use
interface. And a smooth, refined engine even when accelerating spiritedly that is getting me
35mpg on my stop-and-commute to and from work. You can tell we're pleased with our
decision! We never buy the 1st model year following a complete new generation. Love the
updates both tech and body style. We opted for the optional wheel upgrade and the
convenience pkg. Its our 1st Rogue so we leased it but purchased our Altima as its our 3rd in a
row. Had 2 Maximas before the Altimas. Best ride, very spirited acceleration and great handling.
The Altima is under-rated as its the most comfortable car we have owned and we've had
Infiniti's, Saab's, Volvo's, Honda's and a Toyota Tacoma. Plus a few GM products. We leased for
years but after our 1st Altima lease in we've purchased the last 2 as they're the best sedan
available. AWD may be new to the Altima but Nissan's premium brand Infiniti has been selling
AWD sedans for years with zero issues, so we have no concerns with the Altima's drivetrain.
Nissan enlarged the Sentra much like Honda did with their Civic, but Toyota didn't enlarge the
new Corolla which will hurt it. I expect now that we are both retired and spending our winters in
FL, we will keep our Altima in FL, but the drive down last month allows me to also share the new
Altima is a GREAT road trip car just like the last generation ' Altima having the most
comfortable front seats. Have you ever driven on the interstate during a FL down pour, well we
have many times and it provides added piece of mind knowing that all 4 tires with stability
control turned on will help keep our Altima headed safely in the correct direction when
experiencing hydroplaning. Go for a test drive if you're in the market for a family sedan. Make
sure to test drive the SV trim pkg Altima as its the volume leading pkg but the 2. We always get
the middle trim pkg on all our vehicles as we appreciate the extra features but we don't need the
SL Platinum pkg besides the SV pkg provides heated seats and you can add a heated steering
wheel if desired. We didn't opt for the heated steering wheel but the heated seats are a must
have and standard remote start with standard climate control allows me to set the temperature
at 70 year around. Never again. Our Maximas each had cloth. Hoping that AWD will be an option
on the Maxima as it would be nice to have another one someday, and maybe a 2. The only
complaint I have which may be age related is our Altima doesn't have a CD player but our '19
Rogue does and so does the Rogue. Check out the next generation Rogue via google. You may
want to grab a leftover ' 19 or a ' It may be like the new Altima was for me, it took about a year to
grow on me and now I love the Altima. The new Honda Accord did the opposite. At 1st it was
attention grabbing but after a few months I grew to really not care for it. The ''97 generation
Accord is why we became Nissan customers buying a ' 95 Maxima our 1st Nissan. I recently
purchased my Nissan Altima, November 22, I have to say i am in love with my car. I love how
push button start is a standard feature. Also, i love the redesign V shape grille starting in That is
the first exterior feature that drew me to wanting this Altima. My seats are comfortable and i get
great gas mileage driving to and from work. The Altima also has 8 inch info screen that sits in
the dash. They seat comfortably. I have to say i found it online, went to the dealership with
stock number and walked away with the exact car i had been looking at. So far, i am really
satisfied. As a lifetime buyer if used cars I decided to look for a new car and I read and looked at
many in this same category of cars. I love my new SR! The design inside and out is sharp and
the extras like blind spot detection, emergency braking and other safety related features are
state of the art. The car is quick and accelerates nicely, holding steady at passing speeds. It
responds quickly, steering is tight and responsive and it hugs turns very nicely. The interior is
nice and spacious and great looking. My car is light gray with a black interior with orange
accent stitching! Looks so sharp! They also offer an AWD version for those who prefer that! I
love a great looking responsive car and this Altima SR meets both nicely! My Maxima was
coming off lease, so it was off to my local Nissan dealer for a successor. The Altima has similar
styling to the Maxima as will the new Sentra. I went for the Altima SR version because of the
sportier suspension and 19 inch wheels. The 2. The Altima has a better infotainment center, a
better ride in spite of 40 profile tires and handles better than the Max. The interior style and
materials of the Max are more upscale than the Altima hey the Max costs ten grand more!
Overall, very satisfied. The Sunset Drift color really sets the car off, a benefit being it's easier to
spot in the parking lot. I cheaped out and didn't get the premium package, but all I really miss is
the dual control temperature controls. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the Altima. View Photos. MSRP Range. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Altima model: All Altima
models 2. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons sound system. Altima
SR terrific car! Looks hot in Sunset Drift! Items per page:. Write a review See all Altimas for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Altima. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Salesman contacted me with useful info. Overall positive experience. I am

still considering their car. I need to sell my Jeep first before I can move ahead. The dealership
was quick to respond to me but the salesman did not seem interested in my inquiry regarding
delivery to my location only miles away. Pretty much said I needed to drive there to make any
deal. Didn't seem interested in making any deal to what was a cash buyer. Great dealer, great
service and honest. Everything was as described on the ad. Terrific place to do business. I
purchased the Ford Escape and feel I got a very fair deal. Very deceiving company listing the
price at a very low amount to appear as a very great or good deal. No where in the ad is this fee
or deceiving amount listed or noted. I would like to take this time and thank Mototown Leasing
and a special thanks to Ricardo for making my Infinity purchase fun and efficient!! I highly
recommend these guys - great choice and fair deals! Thanks again! The dealership was
accommodating with the appointment set up and friendly service. Accurately describe the
condition of the vehicle positive traits and the negative defects with a provided copy of the car
fax, also help me locate and removed vehicle daytime running lights fuse and gave a fair price
for my trade in. The dealer reached out to me immediately via email. He was very responsive to
all of my questions. I had already purchased a car from a local dealer and didn't get to interact
personally with this dealer. Really enjoyed our interaction. Couldn't make the purchase, but I
wouldn't hesitate to in the future. Looked at several cars. ALL of them the check engine light
was on. Dealer contacted me and told me to come see the vehicle. I found a better deal
elsewhere, so didn't go see this one. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy
the saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to
anyone because i didnt return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. This
dealer has "cash" cars and a wide variety. Decent pricing for what you get, but i decided on a
different route. They were nice guys willing to work with you. I might be back some day. My
experience was good. I purchased a Ford Focus there. The owners are very nice people. I would
recommend Universal Auto Credit to anyone that is looking to purchase quality used cars. Make
sure you ask for Mike Not pushy and patient.. Good guys! A dearth of rear-seat room and some
unimaginative cabin trappings, as well as frustrating and rigid options offerings and some
noticeable engine racket on hard acceleration, bring the 4-door Altima down a peg or two.
Though due for a thorough redesign next year, the Nissan Altima in its edition carries enough of
a reputation to be well worth a tire kick or two. Good looking, peppy and with enough ride
comfort and handling aplomb to satisfy the most demanding daily commuter or mall crawler,
this classy midsize 4-door continues to impress both reviewers and owners alike. Long on
reliability, practicality, pizzazz and value, the Nissan Altima Sedan maintains this admirable
reputation for This perennially popular 5-passenger family-oriented midsize sedan traditionally
sports quality cabin materials and features, however these are lessened somewhat by a
somewhat bland interior design and a cramped rear seat, according to a number of reviews, and
the not-so-user-friendly options offerings leave much to be desired, value-wise. Finally, trunk
room is a cavernous for the class Three trims, the base 2. The midlevel trim can be tricked out
in the 2. The 3. Of course, all trims are, and seem destined to be for the foreseeable future,
offered in front-wheel-drive FWD configuration only. The Altima again confronts a number of
rivals in the give-no-quarter midsize sedan segment. As is doubtless obvious, Altima trims
receive their monikers from the size of the engine they carry. Extrapolating on that thought, look
for the base 2. Tests had an I4-equipped 2. Most reviewers agree that in ordinary driving, the
Altima will certainly hold its own both in town and on the highway, but concede that a few less
pricy competitors can do better. The CVT, meantime, is described by most reviewers as
seamless and silentâ€¦and as taking a little getting used to. This state-of-the-art transmission
works well with either the I4 or the six-banger, but the V6 by far brings out its best attributes.
More than a few reviewers are somewhat disappointed that, despite their better-than-adequate
performance, neither engine sounds particularly refined, especially on hard acceleration. At
cruising speeds, most are quick to point out, both powerplants calm down significantly.
Squatting on a 4-wheel independent suspension, the Altima lineup boasts MacPherson front
struts and a multi-link rear end, as well as front and rear stabilizer bars. Both the 2. The flagship
3. With their small-ish tires both 2. Ordinary bumps and cracks are well-modulated in all three
trims, and even bigger anomalies will, say most reviewers, seldom produce that wince of pain
owners feel for their sometimes pampered 4-wheeled pets. Brakes in the Altima lineup are
described as powerful and true by most reviewers. However, a few have noticed that the pedal
can be a bit touchy at times, though this seems more a matter of opinion than of complaint.
Geared toward a family with a budget, the Altima lineup nevertheless offers some fancy digs for
the discerning buyer. The base 2. Then there are remote power door locks, power windows and
mirrors, cruise control, telescoping tilt-wheel steering and air conditioning, as well as a trip
computer. Though this base trim is pre-wired for both a phone and 4 audio speakers, neither
item is standard nor offered as an option. As a matter of fact, the only extras available to the 2.

Moving up to the 2. One such is the 2. The 2. Dedicated options include the 3. A number of
further option packages for both the 2. Reviewers generally find Altima cabins to be comfortable
at least in front and quiet, reasonably well-appointed in the higher trims, and exuding quality in
materials and workmanship throughout the lineup. Gauges are large and easily readable day
and night, while basic controls for climate control and audio functions are logically placed and
eminently reachable. A number of reviewers do suggest, however, a bit more pizzazz in cabin
design, possibly to be accomplished in the up-coming next-gen freshening. For , the entire
Altima lineup boasts 4-wheel antilock brakes ABS with electronic brakeforce distribution,
traction and stability control, front and rear head airbags, dual front side-mounted airbags and
front head restraint whiplash protection. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NHTSA gives the Altima sedan its second-highest 4-star rating in overall safety, front impact
testing and rollover protection, while it grants its highest award of 5 stars for side-impact
protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, meanwhile, awards the Altima its highest
mark of Good in frontal offset crash-worthiness and side impact testing, and its next-best rating
of Acceptable in roof strength tests. Though generally well-regarded by consumers, the Altima
sedan does have some issues. Among the more common is a strange thump often heard and
felt by owners when first starting to drive. Theories for this odd noise, posited by both Nissan
techs and by other owners, range from the CVT adjusting to an assertive resetting of the ABS
system. Acceleration from the V6 engine is a hit with owners, as is ride comfort, especially in
the 2. Exterior looks and quality interior fixtures draw kudos from many owners, as does the
CVT, once drivers get used to it. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Nissan Altima listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
Authorized Nissan Dealer. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Baytown, TX Message Seller.
CarGurus Pay. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan Altima 2. Nissan Altima 3.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. We want you to shop confidently for your next used car at D-Patrick Nissan. Our
premium used vehicles are put through an extensive inspection before hitting our lot. Because
of this, we are able to offer a day warranty on all used vehicles, unless clearly offered as-is. We
also offer extended warranties, additional protection plans and offer a free to you CarFax
vehicle history report. We have a large selection of all makes and models, all in one location.
Including a large selection of Certified Pre-Owned Nissan vehicles. Get your next used vehicle
where customer service matters, D-Patrick Nissan. Description: Used Nissan Altima 2. All
Pre-Owned or Certified vehicles are Used. All offers expire on close of business the day subject
content is removed from website, and all financing is subject to credit approval. Prices exclude
tax, title, and license. All transactions are negotiable including price, trade allowance, interest
rate of which the dealer may retain a portion , term, and documentary service fee. Any
agreement is subject to execution of contract documents. It is the customer's responsibility to
verify the existence and condition of any equipment listed. Description: Used Nissan Altima 3.
Once you've chosen your next car, our team of financing experts are trained to sort through
various auto loans in order to help you find the right one for your needs. We also work with all
Credit Unions in the local area. Right off route Greenway Hyundai of The Shoals - a new way,
the right way. We are the home of upfront pricing, NO dealer fees, non-commissioned
salespeople, lower taxes, a 3-day money-back guarantee, and we'll buy your car even if you
don't buy ours! We can send you additional information, pictures, video, or answer any
questions you might have! Look right here! Want to feel like you've won the lottery? This Sedan
will give you just the feeling you want, but the only thing your long lost relatives will be after is a
ride!!! Financing Is Not Available. Sold AS-IS. This vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds
work. Come check it out and save BIG on cheap wheels or part itout for more money. The
vehicle identified is inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. After youfix it, then
it can be tested. Equipment This Nissan Altima is front wheel drive. This model has a 3. The
traction control system on this Nissan Altima instantly senses tire slippage and executes
minute power adjustments to maintain traction at all speeds. Easily set your speed in this
mid-size car with a state of the art cruise control system. Increase or decrease velocity with the
touch of a button. Enjoy the tried and true gasoline engine in it. With the adjustable lumbar

support in this unit your back will love you. Light weight alloy wheels on this Nissan Altima are
the perfect compliment to a stylish body. Anti-lock brakes are standard on this mid-size car.
Mid-sized cars are the perfect size. Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build. Please
confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Recent
Arrival! Mike Calvert Toyota has been here in Houston for 35 years. Family owned and operated
we have again been Nationally Recognized for outstanding Customer Service, Sales and
Service. From the moment you contact us, you'll know our commitment to Customer Service is
second to none. We strive to make your experience with Mike Calvert Toyota a good one - for
the life of your vehicle. It will be a pleasure to serve you. With such great unique features like a
Bluetooth, a leather interior, anti-lock brakes, and side air bag system, you'll be excited to take
this Nissan Altima 3. It has a 6 Cylinder engine. With a crash test rating of 4 out of 5 stars,
everyone can feel secure. With a dazzling super black exterior and a charcoal interior, this
vehicle is a top pick. Use all of your electronics hands free with the Bluetooth feature. Check out
the Charcoal leather interior. Open the sunroof on this vehicle and get your daily Vitamin D!
Music-lovers won't want to get off the road with great audio features CD player. Take the edge
off your commute with power lumbar seats. Locking your vehicle is a simple click with
hands-free keyless entry! Come see us today and see this one in person! Come in and bid to get
crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles
before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for
inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas I4 2. Our Altima is
powered by a 2. Getting into and out of the Altima is easy thanks to a slightly
higher-than-average front seating position. You will find airbags to help get you to your
destination safely. Our Nissan Altima stands out with bold styling and backs it up with strong
acceleration performance. Print this page and call us Now Good or Bad credit we can help. The
number one used car dealer in the new Downtown district - Stop in and see why! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Coupe 85 Sedan 12, Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 12, Manual 8. Engine Type Gas 12, Cylinders 4 cylinders 11, 6 cylinders
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings.
No accidents. Check Availability. Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 12, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. The only time it ever broke down once on me was in when the alternator went
out. That was a quick and easy fix, and it was back on the road in no-time. I maintenanced this
car regularly and it definitely gave back to me. I was in 2 wrecks in it, I would considered mild to
bad. Someone rear-ended me extremely hard and the damage to the car was minimal. The other
one someone pulled out in front of me and I t-boned them. The bumper was destroyed, but that
was it. The other car was totaled. Extremely safe car and very reliable. The gas mileage could be
better, but I love this car regardless. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. The Altima has good fuel economy and standard stability control. The first

thing a driver will notice is the responsive engine and seamless transmission. Once under way,
the composed ride and quiet cabin make another lasting impression. Although it's not a sports
sedan, the Altima is responsive and pleasant to drive. Controls are easy to reach, simple to use
and the interior is neatly finished. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our
latest subscriber survey of Nissan Altima owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Problem caused by plugged roof drainage system.
Auto was returned twice 2 dealership for correction. Carpet would be soaked after heavy rain.
Finally diagnosed the problem and found a cure online. No further issues. Finally found the
source of the problem, which was a clogged drain in the sunroof mechanism. Had to flush, and
use a wire to clear the drain. No problems with it since. Vehicle was not driven much, so may
have been caused by just sitting. I went in der to locate the leak, it could be seen but was a job
for the mechanic. Whenever there is a moderate rain the back door cavity fills up and sloshes
around when you ride. Resolved by clearing drain plugs in the "moon roof" channel. Took
dealer quite a bit of time and visits to find the problem". Happened again about 3 months later,
which they repaired again. So far appears "fixed" now". Dealer repaired it same day at low cost.
The dealership has said that it is the drains around the sunroof getting clogged. Not sure where,
but the squeak is annoying. The car IS 7 years old and we live in a climate with cold and snowy
winters. However vehicle is still safe to drive without maintenance at the moment. A minor
problem. Squeaking from front driver wheel". It must be moved up, often several times". Interior
not well sealed". I suspect door, truck, and possibly other seals between rear folding seats and
the trunk are aging and possibly shrinking. All had the same problem. You can hear wind
coming in the vehicle, not thru the vents, and road noise. The cabin is less than satisfactory for
noise control. Large amounts of dust and dirt accumulate around the bottom of the door
openings". Also, the electronic sensor such as tire pressure, fuel cap will display false signal
very frequently that you have to reset. CVT is not good, car does not accelerate good".
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Original dealer and subsequent service techs say there is no fix". This happens now most of the
time. The music will still play even when the display is not working. Was replaced under
warranty, but is doing the same thing now". There is also an orange blob right in the middle of
the screen, that partially obscures the station ID. When I take it in, of course it works. Very
inconveninet". It still worked but you couldn't see the time, station, etc. They fixed it under
warranty. Now, 3 years later, the exact same thing has happened again. The screen went blank
again April , but hasn't bee fixed yet. It appears to only last 3 years. The dealer has replaced the
unit 3 times, which solves the problem, but for only about 8 months or so and that it happens all
over again". I arranged to have it fixed under extended warranty, it was covered but then it
started working again. A few months later, it stopped working again and I have yet to have it
fixed". Display screen was replaced, but has failed again. Loses lock all the time". Dealer tried
to fix with more insulation packing. Only slight improvement". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. AAA rebooted the
security system and it started. Had similar problem a few weeks later. AAA thought it was a
battery issue. Took it into the dealer -- not the battery, dealer could not find a problem. Code
indicates Check Sum Memory problem. Reset light and it went off for awhile. If lights were on
more than a few minutes with engine off, car would not start, nor turn off without disconnecting
battery. Added additional ground wire from negative terminal to body and have not had starting
problem since. Probably need to replace or repair PCM. Starter just clicks or is pretty well dead.
Battery is 1 year old, terminals are clean and clamps are tight. This is a common problem with
Altimas. Also radio buttons did not work on two occasions. One time the radio screen went
blank. Why isn't the radio on your list of electrical items? The seat belt light still comes on from
time to time". One for each door. I now have another one that has quit functioning, and will have
to replace it. I never had this problem on my models". The dealer could not reproduce the
problem so the warrentee ran out before it could be fixed". Shifter, doors, dash lights worked.
Had to get towed to dealer. We've taken the car in 2x to have this checked and been told they
could find nothing but that it must be an electrical problem. Yes, we've checked batteries for the
keyless entry and the car". Tires have been replaced at great expense but indicator still says
low". Only flash memory code shows. Have reset warning light, but it persists. Once they
replaced battery, the brake light, slippery warning and other dash lights stayed on". We
received a notice that our hood latch might not work. These were of concern to us". Shocks or
struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion
, power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,

electronic or air suspension. There is a rattling noise associated with this. Seems premature.
Not sure when it happened or why. I had them replaced with the springs. This seems a short
time to replace this part. I am comparing this to Toyotas that I have owned in the past. They
were leaking". Replaced both rear shock absorbers". This took place at an independent repair
shop. I had them replace both front springs and struts at that time. At about miles I was sitting
in the car in a parking lot and felt the car jolt and heard a bang, upon investigation I found a
piece of coil spring at the rear of the car. A rear coil spring had broken. I had the car repaired at
the same repair shop replacing both rear springs. I weigh lbs and rarely have passengers and
baby my car so this was unexpected. Replacement recommwnded. It was covered under
extended warranty". This seems like a short period to replace this part. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. This was found during regular checkup". Had this problem once. All needed to be
replaced". I replaced the pads along with the passenger rear wheel bearing at K miles. Easy 40
min job on wheel bearing, 2 hrs total on all 4 sets of brake pads. More my son's fault for his
hard manner of driving than a defect by Nissan". I mentioned this to the dealer several times. He
said it's normal". A premature failure of the rotors in and the Altima 6 years after purchase.
Each problem had a squeal like noise. The brakes work better now than when I bought the car
new since the repair. Problem evident when the vehicle is first started and diminishes as the
engine heats. Dealer says that there is nothing that they can do to resolve this problem, even
after having new breaks installed. I also replaced the rear bearing". They say its the new
ceramic brakes. Funny though, my Honda isnt making the sme Noise. Day in and day out, rain
or shine, hot or cold, the brakes always, always squeak and screech when I stop. Dealer has
tried to fix problem at my expense 3 times, but to no avail". After some legal threats was able to
get the repair work completed by the repair center". Making noise each time driven. Bearings
gone bad. Not fixed yet". But based on replacing the air compressor, leaks were found in the
evaporator and condenser so they both had to be replaced. So it is now a totally new AC
system. It was replaced. Very odd". They replaced them twice! I still have problems". When left
is turned onto 75 the right has to be set on about 62 to get cooler. The compressor and
condenser are one unit so the fix is expensive. Possibly a blocked vent or similar issue. Dealer
didn't find anything but I have doubts that they really looked". The air is not coming out as cold
as when I first purchased the car. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and
exterior trim or moldings, rust. The plastic dam under the engine fell off. My own mechanic was
able to fasten it for me. The front bumper trim which is a plastic molding cracked in the vicinity
of of a fastener. This is crazy that a one inch crack costs so much to fix". Fabric on center
console wore through after miles". Repair showed that it had been assembled at the factory
using sheet metal screws rather than the appropriate fasteners". Looks bad and would ruin
resale value. Didn't know where to say this. It was repaired under warranty a few years ago and
now it's rusting again". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. I took it to
my dealership, which replaced the entire exhaust system under warranty under the Clean Air
Act's Title I; Sec. Passenger side muffler leaking at seam". It took three visits before they fixed
it. This problem I have had from day one, complained about it from day one, they worked on it
many times. At this point in time some five years down the road they have got it to work about
half the time. Which is not acceptable for a safety concern. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Check engine light comes on and
stays on. It caused corrosion on the battery clamp and cable. This caused the service engine
light to come on. If I left the car in the on position without the engine running, it quickly ran
down the battery and then I couldn't start it without removing and reinstalling the positive cable
to reset the computer. Even after I replaced the battery, the light stayed on. I found instructions
on the Internet how to reset the light. It fixed it for awhile, but it started coming back on
intermittently. It did not cause any performance problems with the car and the problem has
finally gone away! Had I known this design flaw is prevalent with Nissan I could have fixed it on
the remote location and carried on". This has been going on for 4 years. Dealer service reps
have been unable to identify a leak, but I keep adding oil. This problem is unresolved. Required
engine to be removed and the seal replaced. Required replacement of entire valve cover.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Had to get it towed
to a dealer. I was 1 month past my warranty, but 8, miles under it. After some back-and-forth,
they agreed to pay for everything. The dealer was great, but talking to Nissan Corporate was
kind of a headache. At first Dealer said not covered. Dealer resubmitted warranty to Nissan and
said it was a safety issue and they covered it. Installed a new transmission". Dealer installed a
reconstructed transmission even though vehicle is under warranty. Complain filed with BBB.
Nssan did not respond even after opening a case number". Started running rough and stalling
at around 25, miles. Kind of alarming for new car that has low mileage on it that hasn't been

driven hard by my wife". Nissan nor dealership would take responsibility". Happens often here
in colder climates where large qtys of salt are used and vehicles used repeatedly over short
distances. I retired millwright; seen diagnostic errors from bad contacts repeatedly.
Manufacturers r ripping off repairers who pass on expense to consumers. Managed to get to
shoulder. It would not start again. Towed to dealer, whose computer could not diagnose
problem. Trial and error revealed sensor itself not working". Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Purchased 8 year warrantee battery from Nissan dealer 10 months ago. Battery will
recharge but ch". The coil problem was not found on 1st visit to garage but gaskets were
replaced. The next day the car wouldn't start. The coil was then replaced. Apparently a known
problem because owner's manual provides guidance on unlocking ignition to enable starting
car". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing
chain or timing belt. It was very noisy especially in cold season from the beginnig After 3 years
winters they concluded there is a problem at cilinder 3. So they changed the engine". A, and
spark plugs. Purpose for shop visit: while driving 50mpg vehicle hesitated to accelerate after
stopping for traffic light and dropped to a speed of about 20 and began to loose power and
began shaking during attempt to get to shop. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. It took several disengagements and restarts once stopped to correct.
Transmission is badly geared. Auto shifts to the 6th gear way to low resulting in shuddeding of
the car. Fixed under warranty". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or
trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. The
mechanism failed at two years. Wind noise is still bad, but dealer claims it cannot be remedied".
Total mileage on car was 96, Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Nissan Altima Change
Vehicle. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and
Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration
Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time
in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling.
Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness,
response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel
Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's
often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring
device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway
consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of
measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip
of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking
Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel.
Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency
Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and
confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert
judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady
it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's
interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of
how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat
Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across.
Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the

latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side and head protection air bags available from , standard from ESC available from ,
standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about
extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. CVT 6-speed Manual. Engines
Available. What Owners Say. Air or water leaks "serious rain water leaks accumulated in rear
area of auto. So far appears "fixed" now" Pamela H. Squeaking from front driver wheel" Paul G.
CVT is not good, car does not accelerate good" Vishal G. Original dealer and subsequent
service techs say there is no fix" Anonymous, CO Nissan Altima 3. The dealer has replaced the
unit 3 times, which solves the problem, but for only about 8 months or so and that it happens all
over again" Lester G. A few months later, it stopped working again and I have yet to have it
fixed" Andrew P. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket systems "The car wouldn't
start. The seat belt light still comes on from time to time" Bud V. The dealer could not reproduce
the problem so the warrentee ran out before it could be fixed" P H. Tires have been replaced at
great expense but indicator still says low" Anonymous, UT Nissan Altima Warning lights
"Service engine light stays on, but no engine problems are coded. Once they replaced battery,
the brake light, slippery warning and other dash lights stayed on" Anonymous, PA Nissan
Altima 2. These were of concern to us" Bud V. They were leaking" Bonnie B. Replaced both rear
shock absorbers" Jim O. He said it's normal" Robert M. I also replaced the rear bearing" Neil O.
After some legal threats was able to get the repair work completed by the repair center"
Anonymous, Nissan Altima S 2. Loose exterior trim or moldings "rubber seal on rear driver side
door became loose but the problem is temporarily fixed - haven't had it permanently fixed yet"
Anonymous, CA Nissan Altima 2. Repair showed that it had been assembled at the factory using
sheet metal screws rather than the appropriate fasteners" Anonymous, WA Nissan Altima SR 3.
It was repaired under warranty a few years ago and now it's rusting again" Gregory B. Catalytic
converter "plugged up exhause manifold and cat converter s seperate parts " Anonymous, ID
Nissan Altima S 2. Passenger side muffler leaking at seam" Eric B. Engine computer "Has been
recalibrated and replaced and still not working correctly. Had I known this design flaw is
prevalent with Nissan I could have fixed it on the remote location and carried
1998 toyota 4runner repair manual
honda hrv 2017 manual
2001 lincoln
on" Leo B. Installed a new transmission" Marty L. Kind of alarming for new car that has low
mileage on it that hasn't been driven hard by my wife" Richard F. Nissan nor dealership would
take responsibility" Alan R. Alternator "at miles i had to replace" J M. Apparently a known
problem because owner's manual provides guidance on unlocking ignition to enable starting
car" Anonymous, AZ Nissan Altima 2. Engine rebuild or replacement "motor making noise bent
rod nissan replaced it under warranty" Mark T. Slipping transmission "When accelerating onto
an interstate the rpm and transmission stayed stuck at rpm. Fixed under warranty" John M.
Locks and latches "randomly doors lock--generally the drivers side front door" J M. Water pump
"water pump seized and engine overheated. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

